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GREAT FIRES IN HAMBURG

"ONE OF THE OUTSTANDINGLY SUCCESSFUL ATTACKS OP THE WHOLE MR"

Hamburg, attacked by an extremely powerful force of bombers last night, is, at the

present stage of the war, probably the most important target in all Germany, In no

other town are so many submarines constructed as in the shipbuilding yards of Hamburg,
The importance of the target is obviously recognised by the Germans* from the reports

of the crews and the calculations of experts it is now clear that Hamburg is without

doubt the best defended town in Germany*

The present full moon is the first since the Spring when the nights have been

long .enough to bring Hamburg within range of a heavy raid. Last night*s destructive

attack came as the climax of a week's heavy bombing, mainly directed against the

Ruhr, For the successive attacks on Duisburg, at the western end of the industrial

Ruhr, on the nights of July 21, 23 and 25, except on the first night, the weather

was by no means favourable. Yet it is known that heavy damage ms done in an area

which has always been considered one of the most difficult to attack even when

everything is in our favour*

For the attack on Hamburg there was a complete change in the weather. There

was no cloud at all and our crews were able to make the very most of the moonlight.
After reading reports on the night's operation from all bomber groups. Air Marshal

Sir Arthur Harris sent the following message to his crews j-

"Congratulations on last night’s magnificent effort against Hamburg,
One of the outstandingly successful attacks of the whole war. This

operation, together with the three highly effective Duisburg-Ruhr attacks,

completes a week's work, in the face of most difficult weather, which the

German enemy will long have cause to remember, "

In this week's attacks against two such well defended areas as Hamburg and

Duisburg the percentage of losses has not been heavy. When all four attacks are

put together, well under five per cent of the total number of bombers employed are

missing.

The attack on Hamburg began just before 1 o'clock. At that hour the first

wave of heavy and medium bombers came in. They were carrying a maximum load of

incendiaries. Before they had left, and to make doubly sure, a second great wave

attacked with yet another load in which there were far more Incendiaries than high

explosives. By new - that is within 35 minutes - over 175,000 incendiaries had

fallen on Hamburg, Much of the old town was on fire. There were fires all round

the Aussen Alster lake and there were many in the dock area.

Pillars of black smoke were rising but as yet were not drifting over the town.

The target was clearly exposed for the attack of the last wave of bombers and these

were fully loaded with high explosives, including many 4,000 lb, bombs.

Everything was so clear in the moonlight that the attack by high explosives

took scarcely more than a quarter of an hour. Fires continued to spread, and the

last crews to leave saw than burning when they were a long way from the target on

their homeward journey.


